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Motivation

State-of-the-art generative models for music
[1] typically output a single "final" mixture,
which is difficult to manipulate.
A new class of compositional generative
models for music operates on sub-
constituents of musical tracks (stems).

Method

Experiments
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The first compositional model in continuous
domain (as opposed to symbolic) is the
Multi-Source Diffusion Model (MSDM) [3].

Generate all stems.
Perform accompaniment of stems based
on others.
Separate stems.

Problem: MSDM requires stem-separated
datasets containing considerably less data
than mixture datasets.
Objective: Develop a method for
compositional music generation called
Generalized Multi-Source Diffusion
Inference (GMSDI)  that does not require
stem-separated datasets.

In the absence of separated sources 
for mixed tracks , we resort, for training, to
a dataset with mixes  and text embeddings

 describing the constituent stems.
A text embedding  can be obtained:

By mapping a textual description   with
a text-only encoder :

Via a text-audio contrastive encoder with
independent branches  mapping
the mixture itself:

We assume the embeddings have the form:
, with each 

describing a source  in .
We train a (score-based) diffusion model [4]
with such data:

Preliminaries

The idea is that, by leveraging (1), we can parameterize the score of individual sources:

With this, we can set up an inference procedure where we sample in parallel both the candidate
sources  and a mix , linking them with a Gaussian likelihood at each step. This inference
procedure is defined by:

Quantitative experiments on Slakh2100 [4], trained with 
using supervised text data (tags) and mixtures. Qualitative
experiments on MTG-Jamendo, trained with .
Right-Top: We study how well we can parameterize single
sources having trained over mixtures, comparing with the weakly
supervised MSDM [3] using FAD. Negative prompting is essential
for good parametrizations.
Right-Bottom: We use the sub-FAD protocol of [3] to test the
coherence of the generated accompaniments and the FAD for
unconditional generation.
Bottom: We use the Dirac likelihood of [3] with our
parameterized model for source separation (separating all or
extracting one source). We obtain non-negligible results on
separation despite training only with mixtures.

 

The method separates the sources while
generating them! Generating a mixture is
necessary for informing the sources
about a shared context.
For accompaniment generation we
simply add the conditioning mixture
(perturbed at time )  to the
sum  of the sources we are
generating:



 
   
     
       
         
         
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
         
           
        
      
    
  


